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Learn and then earn like the Wealthy doLearn and then earn like the Wealthy do

Right from the time that you are born, your parents become your best Friends,

Philosophers and

Guides. They are eager to see that you develop the right values, follow the laws of

the land, gain a good education, grow in your career, have a worthy social circle,

and so on.

However, most of them tend to neglect one important area: They fail to teach you

the value of money, how to gain nancial success and improve the existing quality

of your life. Now, this does not mean that they do not want you to be nancially

free. It is just that no one taught them about these things either, and they have

managed to remain generally ignorant throughout their lives!

In turn, they are incapable of providing you with any guidance in these matters.

Therefore, you have no choice. If you desire to gain nancial intelligence, you

must surround yourself with and learn from experienced Experts.

Develop a ‘success’ mindsetDevelop a ‘success’ mindset

There is this tendency amongst many to blame others, or their circumstances the

way their lives are progressing currently. What all of them fail to comprehend is

that there is no such thing as ‘instant grati cation’! You must be consistent and

persistent in your efforts, along with harboring a positive mindset and loads of

patience, if you wish to fulfill your life’s goals.
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If you explore the backgrounds of the Wealthy, will you realize that many have

been bankrupt and embraced failure as part of success and the learning process

and not the opposite of success. Always do they nurture the habit of wealth

through processes and with time, rather than either quitting or getting rich

quickly. They understand there are no shortcuts to success. Does this mean that

they never think about money, or rarely focus on their financial situations?

No, it is quite the reverse, in fact. The Financially Free have got to where they are

by spending more time on thinking about generating wealth! To illustrate, the

average populace awards many hours, every day, week and month, to our existing

nancial scenarios. On the other hand, do the Poor tend to become excessively

panicky, specifically when it is time to pay the monthly bills.

However, self-made Millionaires allot countless hours to thinking, perusing and

planning the improvement of their nancial circumstances. This is the ‘millionaire

mindset’, and you would do well to cultivate it. You will not even realize when

your brain has become prone to making healthier decisions about saving money,

investing, etc. As a result, you will understand nancial intelligence and ultimately

learn how to make informed investment decisions that leads to creating passive

income!
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Acquire Better HabitsAcquire Better Habits

Poor people are poor because of the way their minds were programmed by either

their Parents, the Media and even the school systems. Many are taught to close

the refrigerator door, switch of the light when done, go to school, get an

education, don’t have sex before marriage, work for the government and put their

money in a bank. They tend to work eight to ten hours a day for 22 days (most

even more) and earn one paycheck.

Almost ninety percent of that paycheck is spent on Debtors and stuff they buy at

the flea market. Stuff costs money and doesn’t pay you.

Poor People will earn roughly 480 paychecks in the lifespan. Poor people love to

show off their gains, however large or small they may be. Do you belong to this

category too? If the answer is in the af rmative, then you should ask yourself

whether it’s time to curb these non-paying habits.

Observe carefully. The Wealthy are always extremely careful with their money,

preferring to let it remain invested, rather than splurge it on unnecessary

luxuries. Wealthy Folk buy investments that pay them almost every day. Aspire to

be truly rich, wherein you have the freedom to take pride in a hefty cash balance.

Do not aspire to belong to that crowd of wealthy individuals, wherein you spend

your money as soon as you earn it. You may also fall prey to the ‘herd’ mentality,

which refers to the practice of following the actions of relatives, acquaintances,

friends or neighbors blindly.
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Understanding the Laws of MoneyUnderstanding the Laws of Money

The word “save” dates back to being rst used between c. 1200 and c. 1400 and

has its origins from the late Latin word “salvare”, which means “make safe,

secure". Old French also used “sauf”, which means to "reserve for future use, hold

back, store up instead of spending;" hence "keep possession of". Now what’s

interesting about the original meaning of the word “save”, is how it is being

interpreted today. “Save” or “saving” in today’s term is simply not an effective

method of creating wealth.

Unfortunately, does it only serve the “Keepers”. Like manure, when heaped up,

does it decay, fusses and serves no purpose. Only when it is spread out does it do

good.

Now we all know the story of the fable character Robin Hood. Robin stole from

the rich and gave to he poor. In ation is the Robin Hood of the 21st century: It

robs the ignorant and pays the informed. In ation is taxation without legislation.

Like the weather does it affect everyone – both the poor and wealthy alike. The

original purpose of the word “save” is to “make safe, secure” and unfortunately is

the money we all work so hard for not “safe”, nor “secure” whilst just “saving”.
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The returns are being eaten up by personal in ation. You see, Wealthy Folk

invest in such a way that their savings are protected and earn returns that

outperforms their personal in ation. Like manure, do they spread their “savings”

to diversify the risk and in doing so creates multiple streams of income and then

steadily growing the streams to become rivers and the rivers become tsunamis of

wealth.

The four principles of wealth creation include;

1. How to get (earn) it,

2. How to keep (invest) it,

3. How to multiply it &

4. Managing the risks involved.

To many is money merely a piece of paper with printed ink on it. For the Wealthy,

do those “pieces of paper” have value. Money is very “jealous Lover”, and if not

respected, cared after and multiplied, will it move on to those who value and

appreciates it.
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Without making a religious point do I remind myself of The Biblical “Parable of

the Talents”, (Matthew 25:14–30) which tells of a Master who was leaving his

house to travel, and, before leaving, entrusted his property to his Servants.

According to the abilities of each man, one Servant received ve talents, the

second Servant received two talents, and the third Servant received one talent.

The property entrusted to the three Servants was worth 8 talents, where a talent

was a signi cant amount of money. Upon returning home, after a long absence,

the Master asks his three Servants for an account of the talents he entrusted to

them. The rst and the second Servants explain that they each put their talentstalents

to workto work and have doubled the have doubled the value of the propertyvalue of the property with which they were

entrusted; each Servant was rewardedeach Servant was rewarded. The third Servant, however, had

merely hidden his talent, had buried it in the ground, and was punished by his

Master:”… I was afraid, and I went and hid your talent in the ground. See, you

have what is yours.’ But his Master answered:”… lazy Servant! So, you knew that I

harvest where I didn’t sow and gather where I didn’t scatter? Then you should

have deposited my money with the bankers, and on my return, I would have

received my money back with interest! Therefore, take the talent from him and

give it to the one who has ten. For the one who has will be given more, and he will

have more than enough. But the one who does not have, even what he has will be

taken from him…”

You see, like you do I also work hard to ensure the money I earn are well invested

to create multiple tsunamis of income and rewards me with the joys of Life! It is

never about the “lack-“ or “abundance” of money, but rather the emotions it

creates…

I believe you also work hard for your money, and only when you learn and

understand the Laws of Wealth Creation, will you be able to enjoy the rewards of

your labour and earn like the Wealthy does.

As always be great!
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